Climate Golden Age or Greenhouse Gas Dark Age Legacy
TODAY
Big spike in global surface temperature increase
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Best case AR5 scenario RCP2.6
Requires immediate global emissions decline
Absolute commitment

2°C 2040-2055
Policy target by 2100
Requires immediate global emissions decline
Atmospheric GHG commitment (AR5)

‘Intended’ National emissions targets filed with the UN
3°C by 2100 = >5°C equilibrium after 2100
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UN Paris Agreement INDC commitment by 2100
2C policy equilibrium target after 2100

INDC commitment at equilibrium warming
Business as usual, Trump scenario by 2100

Trump Scenario
Trump for President Positions Energy
Unleash America’s $50 trillion in untapped, shale, oil, and natural gas reserves ,
plus hundreds of years in clean coal reserves.
That is worst case AR5 RCP.85 which is 4.6C by 2100 and a full equilibrium increase long after 2100 of at
least 7.8°C (without large sources of amplifying feedback emissions)

Extreme Heat

Accelerating atmospheric CO2

NASA Earth Exchange (NEX) Downscaled Climate Projections
Maximum daily temperatures

Northern Hemisphere maximum summer temperatures at 1.5°C in July

Crop tolerance
limit

Accelerating atmospheric greenhouse gases
2°C commitment

Southern Hemisphere maximum summer temperatures at 1.5°C in January
2.2°C - 30% to 46%
W. Schlenkera 2011

Crops
‘Crop yields have a large
negative sensitivity to
extreme daytime
temperatures around 30°C,
throughout the growing
season (high confidence).’
(IPCC AR4 WG2 TS)

Million hectares of land
use for traditional crops
99% cropland
20% cropland

STRATFOR 2011

NASA Earth Exchange (NEX)
Downscaled Climate Projections
Maximum daily temperatures
Climate International

- 63% to 82%
W. Schlenkera 2011

Max summer
temperature
NASA NEX
Nonlinear temperature effects indicate severe
damages to U.S. crop yields under climate change
Wolfram Schlenkera, 2011 PNAS
2100 B1 2.4°C
30%-46%
2100 A1FI 4.5°C
63%-82%

US Drought
the last 10 year
average

Increased Drying
& Drought
IPCC AR5
Method
The focus is food security and production regarding the IPCC
AR5 temperature threshold of 30C maximum temperature, also with extreme heat and drought .

Conclusion
Already committed global climate change (2°C), with no emergency response being even being thought of, excludes a bright future this century, and locks the world in to a dark age of
decline.
 Intended national emissions targets commit the world to 3°C by 2100 which is >5°C
2100– and will be much higher due to many large sources of carbon feedback emissions not
included in the temperature projections.
These commitments make the survival of civilization is practically impossible because of
committed food production declines affecting all main food producing regions, especially
considering increased extreme heat and drought affecting these regions (not captured by the
models).
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